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My Book House Plans 

How to Use these plans 
Thank you for downloading our self contained True, Good, and Beautiful Morning Time Plans. 

Our hope is that these plans will guide you as you do Morning Time with your family. While 

they can be followed to the letter, they are much better adapted to your family’s preferences 

and needs. Read from My Book House only, or choose to do some of the suggested 

companion activities as well. These are meant to be helpful, not stressful. 

While memory work is not explicitly scheduled in these plans, consider adding a piece or two 

per term from the readings. 

Companion Web Page 
For links to all the videos, resources, and tutorials in these plans, please visit the My Book 

House Resource Page. 

Truth, Goodness, and Beauty 
Most of us have heard these buzzwords floating around the homeschooling community in the 

past few years. But what do they really mean? How exactly do we bring truth, goodness, and 

beauty into our homeschool and into our children’s lives? 

In her book, Better Together, Pam Barnhill offers simple answers to these questions. The 

following is an excerpt. 

Truth: C.S. Lewis defines truth in The Abolition of Man as “…the doctrine of objective value, 

the belief that certain attitudes are really true and others are really false, to the kind of thing the 

universe is and the kind of things we are.”…Lewis lists multiple versions of the same truths from 

various religions and cultures to demonstrate that they are universal and absolute.  

As Christians, however it is easy for us to see exactly what truth is… God cannot deceive us - 

He is truth. So when we teach our children about God we teach them about truth. And when 

we teach them about universal truths, we are truly teaching them about God.  

Goodness: …the good tells us what the right thing to do in a given situation is. As a Christian 

people, we are guided by the Ten Commandments and the teachings of Jesus… Goodness is 
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My Book House Plans 

manifested through virtue, which simply means right acting…We must not only learn what the 

right thing to do is, we must also do it.  

Another part of the education of goodness is the formation of conscience. The United States 

Catholic Catechism for Adults explains that, “Conscience is a judgment of reason by which the 

human person recognizes the moral quality of a concrete act.” 

Beauty: In Beauty for Truth’s Sake, Stratford Caldecott defines beauty as”…the radiance of the 

true and good, and it is what attracts us to both.” Our education in beauty begins in learning 

to love what is beautiful. The child may prefer noisy cartoons to quiet galleries of beautiful 

artwork, but with repeated exposure and shared exploration of color, line, and shape, the child 

will come to appreciate the artwork over time.  

Truth, Goodness, and Beauty in these plans 
Truth: Stories and poems from My Book House by Olive Beaupré Miller focusing on history, 

nature and other universal truths are combined with enrichment activities appropriate for 

Morning Time.  

Goodness: Stories and poems from My Book House by Olive Beaupré Miller depicting 

desirable character traits are combined with questions for discussion and activities to practice 

goodness throughout the week. 

Beauty: Poetry from My Book House by Olive Beaupré Miller, famous artwork, and beautiful 

music are combined with enrichment activities appropriate for Morning Time.  

In which I explain the method behind the content chosen 
This particular set of Morning Time Plans is specifically for the cultivation of Truth, Goodness, 

and Beauty in your homeschool morning.  

The first weeks of these plans have selections chosen from the first two volumes of My Book 

House. Although some of the readings and activities are short, they are full of soul-feeding 

meat for you and your children. We are often tempted to toss content we feel is too young, or 

too story-like, in favor of longer readings and more complicated concepts. It is often the simple 

stories and poems that stay with us the longest. Which one of us doesn’t remember the fable 

“The Tortoise and the Hare” and its well known moral?  
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In addition, starting with short and simple lessons is often the best way to cultivate a 

consistent, rich Morning Time. As the weeks go on, content will be taken from later volumes of 

My Book House. Readings will get slightly longer, but the purpose is still the same — feed the 

souls of your children, train their appetites, build your relationships.  

A few lessons ask that students create an original piece of writing. Feel free to do these 

activities together or separate. Younger students may dictate their story to an older student or 

teacher.  

A Note about links to my Book House 
The links provided in the plans take you to an online version of My Book House. This is the only 

edition currently in the public domain. Because there are links to only some of the titles, I have 

listed page numbers to help you navigate the book. You may need to scroll up or down to find 

the page you are looking for.  

If you own a set of My Book House books, feel free to use your index to find the readings. Not 

all readings will be in all editions of the volumes. Sticky notes and extra bookmarks will 

invariably come in handy here.  
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Needed Resources 
No extra resources are needed for these plans.  

Art Supplies 

• Acrylic paints in red, blue, and yellow 

• Paintbrushes  

• Art paper (thicker than printer paper) 

• Other art supplies of your choosing such as watercolors, markers, crayons, colored 

pencils 
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Week 1

Truth

Read: “Belling the Cat” from Aesop, James 1:22-24, and James 2:14. For a better 

understanding of the context of these verses read the first two chapters of James as 

time and understanding allows. 

Think About: How are the moral from “Belling the Cat” and the truths from James 

similar? What can you learn from the fable? What do you learn from James?  

Practice: Younger students, can you work together to make up another tale similar to 

“Belling the Cat” with different animals? Older students, discuss some real life “cats” 

and some real life “bells.” What are some real world problems that seem to have a 

very simple yet impossible solution? What makes the solution impossible? Is it ok to 

sometimes begin with an impossible solution? Do all problems in this life have a 

solution? Do they have partial solutions?

Goodness

Read: “The World” by Robert Louis Stevenson  

Look: Look at the Seven Natural Wonders of the World 

Practice: The world is full of things we can praise our Creator for. Make a list of 

wonderful things and post it somewhere you can reference it when you pray this 

week. You may choose to add to it throughout the week. (character traits: 

thankfulness, gratefulness, contentment)

Beauty 

Read: “What they Say” by Mary Maples Dodge pg. 87 

Listen: Do you notice some of the words in this poem make sounds? This is called 

onomatopoeia. Watch The Onomatopoeia Alphabet. Poets and authors use 

onomatopoeia in their writing to convey motion and sound in an active way to their 

readers. Where have you seen these words before? (poems, comic books, picture 

books, advertising)  
Practice: Younger students, how many onomatopoeia words can you think of? Can 

you make up a few? Older students, use onomatopoeia in a short piece of writing. 

Try a poem, an advertisement, or even a short comic strip. You may find this resource 

helpful. In the coming weeks, watch out for more onomatopoeias!

https://books.google.com/books?id=yYgXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA84&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=4#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=James+1&version=KJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=James+2&version=KJV
https://books.google.com/books?id=yYgXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA1&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=4#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.iexplore.com/experiences/world-wonders/explore-the-seven-natural-wonders-of-the-world
https://books.google.com/books?id=yYgXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA90&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=4#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://youtu.be/FBQCgjo1QTU
https://examples.yourdictionary.com/examples-of-onomatopoeia-for-kids.html
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Week 2

Truth

Read: “Moon, Moon, So Round and Yellow” by Matthias Barr pg. 68 
Learn: Read about the different moon names. Which one will you experience next? 

You can read more about the Moon in Handbook of Nature Study by Anna Comstock.  

Practice: Record the moon names in a nature notebook or learning journal. Make a 

point to observe the moon several times this month. Older students, what is a blue 

moon? When will the next blue moon be? Set up a page or two in your nature 

notebook or learning journal to record the moons over several months. What part of 

the sky in relation to your house does the moon come up? What phase is it? Which 

moon of the year are you in? It is ok if you can’t see a day or two, you can find the 

missing information online. 

Goodness

Read: “The Magpie’s Nest” pg. 171  

Think About: Why was the Magpie upset at the end of the story? Did the other birds 

act in a wise or foolish manner? What should they have done differently? Read 

Proverbs 1:7-9 and this quote by Wilson Mizner. How would the story have been 

different if the birds had read these passages? Older students, what do you think 

Wilson Mizner meant in his quote? Do you agree with him? 

Practice: Listening to and taking good advice requires humility and wisdom. List 

some opportunities you will have this week to receive advice and instruction. What is 

the right way to act when we receive instruction? What is the wrong way? Do you ever 

give instructions or advice? How should you act when you are the one giving 

instructions or advice? (character traits: obedience, humility, wisdom)

Beauty 

Read: “Wynken, Blynken and Nod” by Eugene Field pg. 141 

Listen: Watch Wynken, Blynken and Nod. This fantastical poem set to music makes a 

lovely lullaby.  

Compare: Listen to Johannes Brahms - Lullaby. How is it the same as the lullaby music 

for Wynken, Blynken and Nod? How is it different? If there is time you may want to 

share the highlights from this article on lullabies. 

https://books.google.com/books?id=yYgXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA71&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=4#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.farmersalmanac.com/full-moon-names
https://www.moongiant.com/phase/today/
https://archive.org/details/handbookofnature002506mbp/page/n879
https://books.google.com/books?id=yYgXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA171&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Proverbs%201:7-9&version=KJ21
https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/wilson_mizner_120842
https://books.google.com/books?id=yYgXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA141&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=4#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://youtu.be/Epqsi9CRUL4
https://youtu.be/t894eGoymio
https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-21035103
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Week 3

Truth

Read: “The Story of Christopher Columbus” by Elizabeth Harrison pg. 204 

Contrast: Because this is an older account of Columbus it does have some errors. 

Discuss a few errors appropriate to your students from this article.  

Practice: Choose a well known family story to narrate. This will work best if the story 

involves nearly all your students. Let each student tell the story in turn. Does 

everyone tell the story the same way? Does the story have parts that some say didn’t 

happen? Recorded history is a bit like this. While historians try to write true accounts, 

many times, fiction creeps in. Older students, read this article with your instructor. In 

light of this information should we have Columbus Day? In history we often learn that 

no one is perfect. Even the most celebrated men and women in history were sinners. 

In light of this, how should we study history? Is it ever ok to honor a “great historical 

figure?” Why or why not?

Goodness

Read: “The Owl’s Answer to Tommy” by Juliana Horatia Ewing 

Think About: Do you like doing chores? What was Tommy like before he went to see 

the Owl? After? Are you surprised by the end of the story? Why or why not? How do 

you think Tommy felt as a “useful little brownie?” How does being helpful make you 

feel? 

Practice: List some ways you can be a help to your household and/or your church. 

Are there jobs you can do for others without being asked? Choose a chore or two to 

add to your regular list. These can be daily or weekly chores. (character traits: 

helpfulness, love, caring for others)

Beauty 

Read: “The Circus Parade” by Olive Beaupre Miller pg. 386 

Look: Circus Sideshow by Georges Seurat: Be sure to read the sidebar and scroll 

down to hear a bit more about the piece. Why did Seurat choose to paint this way? 

According to the audio it was to produce a more brilliant result. Do you think he 

succeeded?  
Practice: Try your hand at production pointillism. Remember, the effect isn’t just 

created with dots, but with dots of different colors. Watch Pointillism Tutorial for 

inspiration. 

https://books.google.com/books?id=Tfg1AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA216&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.livescience.com/16468-christopher-columbus-myths-flat-earth-discovered-americas.html
https://www.history.com/topics/exploration/columbus-controversy
https://books.google.com/books?id=Tfg1AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA25&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=Tfg1AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA357&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/437654?&searchField=All&sortBy=Relevance&what=Paintings&ft=circus&offset=0&rpp=20&amp;pos=1
https://youtu.be/IiVL0Nox6T0
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Week 4

Truth

Read: “Boots and His Brothers” by Sir George Webbe Dasent 

Think About: What characteristic does the youngest son have that makes him 

succeed where his older brothers failed? Do you think this is a valuable characteristic? 

Can it really produce the fame and fortune that this story suggests it might? Why or 

why not? What might this characteristic provide to those who possess it? 

Practice: Wonder is where many scientific discoveries began. Not all those who 

made discoveries became rich and famous, but their lives and the lives of others were 

enriched. Jean Henri Fabre was one of those wonderers. He is known as the father of 

entomology. Watch Jean Henri Fabre or read a bit about him here. Who is your 

favorite wonderer? What do you wonder about? Reserve a page in your learning 

notebook for “wonderings.”

Goodness

Read: “The Tongue-Cut Sparrow” by Teresa Peirce Williston pg. 63 

Think About: The moral of this story will be familiar to you. In fact, there could be 

many? What moral would you choose for this story?   
Practice: Kindness and gratefulness are both shown in this story. What can you do to 

be kind to  someone this week? When someone is kind to you, how can you show 

you are grateful? (character traits: kindness, gratefulness, friendship, contentment, 

respect)

Beauty 

Read: “Heidi in the Alpine Pasture” by Johanna Spyri  

Listen: As you listen to this lovely excerpt from Heidi by Johanna Spyri, close your 

eyes and imagine the picture painted by the words. What words help you to see 

Heidi’s morning better? What words make listening to this particular passage 

enjoyable? What part is your favorite? 

Practice: Read the passage again slowly, allowing time to draw. Sketch at first and 

then add color. Or, choose a picture to describe with beautiful language. You may or 

may not want to add a little narrative. Work together or separately to write a beautiful 

paragraph. You may find a children’s thesaurus or an online dictionary helpful in 

discovering vivid descriptive words. 

https://books.google.com/books?id=Tfg1AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA69&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://youtu.be/lQw0NIg1Cf4
http://www.efabre.net/biography/fe/biography.htm
https://books.google.com/books?id=Tfg1AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA69&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=Tfg1AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA277&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.google.com/search?q=Alpine+meadow&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj8__qQgrbkAhWErJ4KHakhBzcQ_AUIEigB#imgrc=cgxaenvsWOIKeM:
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Week 5

Truth

Read: “Prince Harweda and the Magic Prison” by Elizabeth Harrison pg. 34 

Think About: Stories, no mater how fantastical, contain truth. What truths do you find 

in this fairy tale? Hint: Look for the imagery the author uses to show the inner 

condition of the prince. Do you think this story could be true of all people? Does it 

hold universal truths? If so, what are they? What is the moral of the story? 

Practice: Discuss how this quote by C.S. Lewis could apply to this story. “Humility is 

not thinking less of yourself, it's thinking of yourself less.” Have you ever realized that 

you are focused on yourself? How does it make you feel? How do you feel when you 

are focusing on others? 

Goodness

Read: “The Golden Bird” A German Fairy Tale pg. 292 

Think About: Who is the hero of this story? Why do you think so? Does the youngest 

prince deserve to be helped? Why do you think the fox chooses to continue to help 

him? What makes him better than his older brothers? Does the fox remind you of 

other fairy tale characters?  

Practice: Have you ever failed to follow good advice like the prince? Have you ever 

tried to help someone again and again and been in the position of the fox? The 

younger prince shows he is willing to take good advice, but when push comes to 

shove, he struggles to obey fully. Do you struggle to obey fully? Look for 

opportunities to obey fully this week. The fox shows extreme patience with the 

youngest prince. Read Matthew 18:21-22 and Luke 17:3-4. How can you apply these 

teachings to those around you this week? (character traits: obedience, forgiveness, 

kindness, wisdom)

Beauty 

Read: “March” by William Cullen Bryant 

Look: Spring is indeed a beautiful time of year. For sure all seasons have their certain 

beauties, but spring has inspired many artists to paint beautiful things. Look at several 

of these famous paintings. Which one do you like the best? Why? Which one do you 

think conveys the idea of spring the best? If one of these were the illustration for the 

poem, which one would you choose? Would you choose something different?Early 

Spring by Hobson Pittman, Spring by Claude Monet, Spring: Margot Standing in a 

Garden by Mary Cassatt , Springtime by Charles Jacque, Primavera by Sandro 

Botticelli 

Practice: Create your own spring scene using whatever medium you like best. Use the 

paintings above as inspiration, or snag this free sample lesson from Masterpiece 

Society of a beautiful bluebird. 

https://books.google.com/books?id=yCxWAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA31&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=yCxWAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA289&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=4#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/487850?&searchField=All&sortBy=Relevance&what=Paintings&ft=Spring&offset=0&rpp=20&amp;pos=14
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/437106?&searchField=All&sortBy=Relevance&what=Paintings&ft=Spring&offset=0&rpp=20&amp;pos=3
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/10422?&searchField=All&sortBy=Relevance&what=Paintings&ft=Spring&offset=40&rpp=20&amp;pos=58
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/436774?&searchField=All&sortBy=Relevance&what=Paintings&ft=Spring&offset=60&rpp=20&amp;pos=68
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primavera_(painting)#/media/File:Botticelli-primavera.jpg
https://masterpiecesociety.com/free-lesson-impressionist-style-bluebird/
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Week 6

Truth

Read: “Why the Sea is Salt” A Norse Folk Tale pg. 159 

Learn: Watch Why Is The Ocean Salty? An interesting question regarding salt water 

sea life and fresh water sea life is, How Did Freshwater Fish and Insects Survive Noah's 

Flood?  

Practice: There are many myths and legends from around the world that explain 

natural truths with stories. Often people knew that something was or had happened, 

but couldn’t explain why. Whether myths were a fun way to explain natural 

phenomena or actually believed by some cultures is a good discussion question. 

Myths do not have to be long. Choose a natural phenomena or everyday event such 

as, brushing your teeth or making your bed, and tell or write a mythical explanation 

for it. 

Goodness

Read: “The Twelve Months” A Bohemian Fairy Tale pg. 145 

Think About: What other fairy tales does this fairy tale remind you of? What is the 

moral of this story? Read the second paragraph again. Read Proverbs 29:27. How 

does the story reflect the truths found in these verses?   
Practice: In the story when Dobrunka meets the 12 months she is polite and uses her 

manners. Because of this she is received and helped. Katinka and her mother on the 

other hand are short and impolite to them, receiving their due in turn. “Please” and 

“thank you” are important phrases. But pleasing manners go beyond these simple 

words. Tone of voice, body language, and genuine respect for others often shines 

brighter than words. What are some ways you can practice good manners today? Are 

there some manners that you may have forgotten or seem too old fashioned? 

Remember, manners are about showing respect to those around you. Here is a short 

list to refresh your memory. (character traits: respect, manners, kindness, work ethic)

Beauty 

Read: “The Duty That was Not Paid” by Katherine Dunlap Cather 

Listen: Mozart began composing at a very young age. Listen to this piece he 

composed at just five years old. Over the next several days and weeks, you may want 

to listen to Mozart Evolution: 100 Chronological Masterpieces. Talk about how you 

hear Mozart’s music changing. Watch a short biography of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.  

Think About: Mozart composed and played beautiful music all his life. The story 

above shows us he also cared deeply for those he loved. Both his creativity in 

composition and his creativity in providing for his sister were beautiful. What beautiful 

things do you make and do? What are some ways you can add beauty to the lives of 

those around you?

https://books.google.com/books?id=yCxWAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA164&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://youtu.be/_FIh5_CQ2R0
https://youtu.be/HKQ5OaRE3mI
https://books.google.com/books?id=yCxWAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA142&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=4#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.theedadvocate.org/30-manners-kids-know-age-10/
https://books.google.com/books?id=yCxWAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA112&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.classicfm.com/composers/mozart/guides/first-composition-minuet-trio/
https://youtu.be/IZMUY6EvnTA
https://youtu.be/G6hVlTa7v3c
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Week 7

Truth

Read: “The Boyhood of Robert Fulton”  

Learn: As a young boy, Robert Fulton made fireworks from a description found in a 

book. What did he use to make the different colors? The effects you see when you 

watch fireworks are from chemical reactions. Watch The Chemistry of Fireworks.  

Practice: Instead of sulking because of the candle lighting ban, Fulton improvised 

and made fireworks. This plan ended up being more spectacular than the first! Have 

you ever been frustrated because you couldn’t do or have something? Next time, 

remember Robert Fulton and improvise; make something different and quite possibly 

better.  

Goodness

Read: “The Adventures of Alexander Selkirk” pg. 328  

Think About: What caused Alexander to get in trouble? How did he first act upon 

being left on the island? What made this change? Describe the change. Read 

Hebrews 12:7-11. How does this passage fit with the story? Can you think of other 

people who went through difficult circumstances and changed for the better?  

Practice: Alexander learned to be content on the island of his exile. If you had only a 

trunk of belongings, what would you put in it? Would it be enough to keep you 

content for four years? Why or why not? How can you practice being content this 

week? Try this exercise: Before asking for or buying anything this week, look around 

your house for an alternative. Can you find things that will fulfill your need instead of 

getting something new? (character traits: humility, contentment, ingenuity)

Beauty 

Read: “The Train” by C.H. Crandall 

Listen: Read this poem twice. On the first reading, just listen and enjoy. On the 

second reading, notice the pattern of the poem. Do you hear the short lines gradually 

getting longer towards the middle and then shorter again towards the end? What 

does it make you think of? Does it perhaps make you think of the sound of a train 

coming, passing in front of you, and then gradually fading into the distance? Picture 

yourself in the position of the writer. Imagine you are hearing and feeling the train as 

the poem is read again. What words catch your ear? What words make you “feel” and 

“hear” the train? 

Practice: This poem has a unique meter. Can you count the syllables in each line? Do 

you see a pattern? The poet also uses both simile and metaphor to describe the train 

and its movement. Find the similes and metaphor (like a drove of cattle, the cyclops 

of the train, like a piano string). Choose a different form of transportation and write a 

simile and metaphor to describe it and its movement. 

https://books.google.com/books?id=qokXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA396&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=4#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://youtu.be/nPHegSulI_M
https://books.google.com/books?id=qokXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA326&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=4#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Hebrews+12&version=NKJV
https://books.google.com/books?id=qokXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA123&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false
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Week 8

Truth

Read: “The Story of a Spider” by J. Henri Fabre 

Learn: Watch Wolf Spider With Egg Sac. Read all about spiders in Handbook of Nature 

Study. You may want to take several days and read portions at a time. Encyclopedia 

Britannica online also has an extensive article on spiders. You may also want to read 

more about Jean Henri Fabre in The Latch Key pg. 94 

Practice: Record all that you have learned about spiders and their young in your nature 

journal. If you have the means, you can also capture a spider and her egg sac like 

Fabre to observe. Be sure you know what kind of spider you are hosting as some bites 

can be dangerous. 

Goodness

Read: “The Enchanted Island” by Howard Pyle pg. 12 

Think About: What is the moral of this story? Read 1 Kings 3. What does Solomon ask 

for? What does God give him? What is wisdom and how is it different from knowledge? 

Read: “What is the difference between wisdom and knowledge?” How are wisdom 

and knowledge related? Can you have one without the other? 

Practice: List some wise people you know personally. What are they like? What is 

important to them? How do you know those things are important to them? (character 

traits: humility)

Beauty 

Read: “The Boy of Cadore” by Katherine Dunlap Cather  

Learn: The story above may or may not be true. The introduction to the original 

volume in which it was included acknowledges that some of the stories were legends 

collected from the countryside. One might suspect that this is one of them. Read about 

Titian’s life. Be sure to scroll through and admire the chosen artwork. Take special 

notice of the style. How would you describe it? If you have older students who would 

like more information, read “Titian ITALIAN PAINTER” from Encyclopedia Britannica. 

(Note: This article includes nude art in the Renaissance style.) Watch this fascinating 

video on one of Titian’s most famous paintings: Titian: Painting the myth of Bacchus 

and Ariadne | National Gallery. Older students, view An Allegory of Prudence. Read 

TITIAN, PRUDENCE AND THE THREE-HEADED BEAST. What do you think about this 

painting? Do you agree or disagree with any of the points made in the article?  

Practice: Choose one of the paintings to focus on from the articles above. (Note: The 

London National Gallery has nude paintings in the Renaissance style.) Look at the 

picture for several minutes then turn to your notebook or piece of paper and try to 

recreate all the details you can remember. 

https://books.google.com/books?id=qokXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA189&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=4#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://youtu.be/WIoEu9uxEUw
https://archive.org/details/handbookofnature002506mbp/page/n459
https://www.britannica.com/animal/spider-arachnid/Eggs-and-egg-sacs
https://books.google.com/books?id=S4oXAAAAIAAJ&dq=The+latch+key+book+house&source=gbs_navlinks_s
https://www.insectidentification.org/spiders.asp
https://books.google.com/books?id=qokXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA12&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=4#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.gotquestions.org/wisdom-knowledge.html
https://books.google.com/books?id=qokXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA276&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=4#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://kids.kiddle.co/Titian
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Titian
https://youtu.be/LqsVfQrStes
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/titian-an-allegory-of-prudence
http://www.artinsociety.com/titian-prudence-and-the-three-headed-beast.html
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Week 9

Truth

Read: “Winter Neighbors” pgs. 255 and “A Short Biography of John Burroughs” 

Learn: Read about some North American Species in The Ultimate Winter Wildlife 

Guide: Enjoy and Understand Creatures in the Cold. 

Practice: Watch Winter Life for the North American Beaver, North American Cardinals 

in Winter, or Deer in winter. Spend some time writing an entry in your nature journal 

describing the animals in the videos in the style of “Winter Neighbors.” Older 

students can do this themselves, sharing their entry if desired. Younger students may 

work together to describe the chosen animal with the teacher transcribing the entry for 

all. If you have the ability to observe wildlife, make another entry sometime this week. 

A nature journal can have both pictures and descriptive words. 

Goodness

Read: “The Two Pilgrims” by Leo Tolstoy 

Think About: Why would a Christian take a pilgrimage to Jerusalem? Would you take 

one? Talk about the verses printed at the beginning of the story. How do these relate 

to the story? Can you think of other verses that could stand as the moral of the story? 

(Matthew 25:35-45 among others) Why was Elisha intent on not being thanked? What 

would you have done if you walked into a house of starving strangers? Could Elisha 

have done differently? What did Elisha give up? Did he gain anything? Does the state 

of each pilgrim’s homelife give you insight into the character of each man? 

Practice: Participate in a project to help the hungry around you. Look for opportunities 

especially around holidays. However, food banks and soup kitchens always appreciate 

donations. Call to see what they need most. (character traits: compassion, sacrifice, 

love, kindness, humility)

Beauty 

Read: “The Bugle Song” by Alfred Tennyson  

Listen: Bugle calls are beautiful and useful. Reveille makes us jump out of bed, while 

Taps is both a lullaby which signals the end of the day and a melancholy song of 

memorial. Listen to Krakow’s bugler who still plays the same tune as the one played in 

the middle ages: St. Mary's Basilica Bugle Tower. Be sure to read the short history 

below the video. Other countries have their own bugle tunes and signals. Listen to The 

Last Post from Australia. How does it compare to America’s taps? Which one do you 

like better? You can listen to many more bugle calls at the US Army website.  

Practice: Make a playlist with a few bugle calls and play them throughout the day. For 

example, wake up to Reveille, eat breakfast after call to mess, and Retreat can signal 

the end of the school day. Have fun with it and enjoy learning some bugle calls. 

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=OYoXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA253&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false
http://www.catskillarchive.com/jb/jb-bio.htm
https://blog.nature.org/science/2018/01/08/the-ultimate-winter-wildlife-guide-enjoy-and-understand-creatures-in-the-cold/
https://youtu.be/1CncrB_Y9cs
https://youtu.be/Xs_85qsYGSs
https://youtu.be/I-OyCQud3hE
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=OYoXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA152&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=OYoXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA11&source=gbs_selected_pages&cad=2#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.bands.army.mil/music/buglecalls/reveille.asp
https://youtu.be/Bfe4TxvUOiw
https://youtu.be/6xXCvC8HT28
https://youtu.be/McCDWYgVyps
https://www.bands.army.mil/music/buglecalls/default.asp
https://www.bands.army.mil/music/buglecalls/reveille.asp
https://www.bands.army.mil/music/buglecalls/messcall.asp
https://www.bands.army.mil/music/buglecalls/retreat.asp
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Week 10

Truth

Read: “An Address to New-Made Citizens” by Woodrow Wilson pg. 217 

Learn: This is an excerpt of an address given by President Wilson in 1915 in 

Philadelphia shortly after the German sinking of the Lusitania. Read the whole speech 

here. While this is primarily a speech to naturalized citizens, it is also famously dubbed 

the “Too Proud to Fight” speech. Read more about the history of that statement in 

“WWI and Woodrow Wilson.”  

Talk About: Imagine that it is 1915 and you are sitting in the audience, one of the newly 

naturalized citizens, listening to President Wilson. What parts of his speech stand out to 

you Are you inspired by his words? What do they inspire you to do? Back in the 21st 

century, what dreams do you have that may enrich your country someday? 

Goodness

Read: “Richard Feverel and the Hey-Rick” by George Meredith 

Think About: What began the trouble for Richard? (disobedience, temper) Name some 

“long” and “short” ways of getting out of trouble. What was Richard’s long way? What 

was Austin’s short way? Who cared for Richard more, Adrian or Austin? Discuss the 

battle Richard faces in himself. Have you ever gone through a battle like this, between 

what you know is right and what you want to be right? Have you ever tried to make 

something right and failed the first time? Did you despair to try again?  

Practice: There are many lessons to be taken from this story. Which do you need the 

most? Being honest? Controlling your temper? Giving good as opposed to expedient 

counsel? Choose a Bible verse to copy into your learning journal that addresses one of 

these lessons. (character traits: honesty, self control, obedience, integrity)

Beauty 

Read: A short biography of Louisa May Alcott pg. 10 

Think About: Louisa May Alcott wrote lovely books for children but her first book was 

inspired by her own childhood and life. Little Women is still one of the best loved 

children’s novels of all time. Louisa wrote about life’s everyday joys and sorrows, and it 

was beautiful. What makes a story about such ordinary lives so compelling? Is it because 

it is believable? What is it about the characters that draws us to them, makes us fall in 

love with them?  

Practice: Do you have ordinary family stories that you could turn into a narrative? 

Younger students can work together to create a short story about their family. Older 

students may want to try their hands at creating a chapter or two. Remember, these 

narratives are still fiction. Characters may have similar, but not the same personalities as 

real life and events may be changed slightly to make the story more exciting, yet still 

believable. 

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=OYoXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA216&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/documents/address-naturalized-citizens-convention-hall-philadelphia
https://www.historyonthenet.com/woodrow-wilson-ww1
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=OYoXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA228&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=S4oXAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA7&dq=The+latch+key+book+house&source=gbs_selected_pages&cad=3#v=onepage&q=The%20latch%20key%20book%20house&f=false
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